1 November 2020
Attn. Aurora Investment Plan
Freepost
Commerce Commission
PO Box 2351
Wellington
New Zealand
Re: Submission — Aurora Investment Plan
I offer the following as my submission to the Aurora Investment Plan in response to
consideration and assessment of the quantity of quality information provided by the Commerce
Commission (commission) on the Aurora Investment Plan process via electronic and face to
face consultative meetings I attended in my home district of Cromwell.
In essence, I am extremely concerned to our future financial well-being regarding the cost of
electricity infrastructure and supply to Central Otago by Aurora Energy, and through its
corporate company Dunedin City Holdings and owner Dunedin City Council.
The essential thrust of my submission is simply that should the Aurora investment Plan draft
proposals prepared and presented by the commission be adopted, the financial commitment
pathway established will inflict considerable financial stress and hardship spanning several
years forward to many of Aurora's customers throughout the Central Otago District.
Making any submission on this matter I find extremely difficult for reason it is abundantly clear
that in my district of Cromwell, residents strongly are of the opinion they are dealing with a
mixture of entities that have proven to be not only untrustworthy, but clearly having reckless
regard to legal requirements to without bias treat the security and required maintenance of all
parts of lifeline service delivery infrastructure such as that under Aurora Energy control, equally
and with proper corporate stewardship to the continued safe delivery of a public entity
network under its control.
In my reading of the executive summary of the New Zealand Lifelines Council Infrastructure
Vulnerability Assessment of September 2017, I read with interest the opening statement from
Mathew Cochram, Chair for the New Zealand Council for Infrastructure Development that:
"The quality of New Zealand's infrastructure is central to enhancing community services
enabling sustainable growth".
Also stated is that local government is fundamental to the success of all New Zealand.

"It provides essential infrastructure services, enables local democracy, supports social and
cultural events and administers the regulatory system that underpins resource management
and sustainable development".
In applying those fine principals to the now totally unsafe and unsustainable lines network we
now find ourselves currently with throughout Central Otago, puts every piece of data the
Commerce Commission has provided regarding the Aurora Investment Plan into stark
perspective of it being developed from nothing more than a devious plan cruelly prepared by
experts engaged by Aurora and Dunedin City Holdings to not only deceive the citizens of Central
Otago and Queenstown, but to lead the Commerce Commission to the cost pathway decisions
explained within the Draft Proposals documents and consultation presentations.
My determination of the draft proposals prepared by the Commerce Commission, I would
think that Dunedin City Holdings and Aurora have succeeded spectacularly and it's CEO's and
management teams would be very pleased with the approach and methodology the
commission has taken to present the draft to Aurora Energy lines company customers on their
behalf.
It appears that Dunedin City Holdings being the Aurora Energy lines network holding company,
has for many years clearly and callously been as a cash vehicle through which the Dunedin City
Council (DCC) has effectively extracted significant sums for the single benefit of Dunedin
citizens, including construction of big ticket items such as the Dunedin Stadium that Central
Otago and Waitaki ratepayers to the Otago Regional Council (ORC) were additionally forced to
fund $38 million over(ORC)core business rates for the stadium roof.
It is clear the citizens of Dunedin continue to derive major benefits in relation to economic
benefits associated with the Dunedin stadium significantly funded by out of Dunedin elements
therefore,for Dunedin City Holdings and Aurora Energy to continue with a determined process
of user pay with respect to the Aurora failing line network is being extremely selective when it
best suits. I do not think that the commission should be agreeing to adopt the same district
sensitive and selective mindset in development of the grossly unfair pricing process explained
in the draft proposals paper as Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. As the mess we are in now equally
affects all Aurora Energy customers, the fix cost must also be equally shared.
Attending the recent round of commission coordinated consultation meetings at Cromwell, I
heard the explanation covering the reason for the Central Otago greater share of the lines
maintenance lapse catch up and upgrade as being the greater length of infrastructure per head
of population. As the lines funding principals adopted by Dunedin Holdings is one of "user pays"
the greater charge for Cromwell customers is a simple one to explain as being, other districts
will not be expected to cross subsidise unforeseen infrastructure costs outside of their defined
district.
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At the Cromwell consultation meeting I also heard that out of Aurora 13 sub-stations through
the Central Otago district, only 3 had backup transformers. By comparison of 35 similar substations located within Dunedin City, all have backup transformers.
To me that knowledge albeit unqualified, immediately signaled that the entire system under
Dunedin Holdings/Aurora energy management and control, the safety and security of electricity
supply supporting Dunedin's greater residential and industry needs have for some considerable
time been significantly cross-subsidised by Central Otago and Queenstown have, and continue
to be experiencing the result of sacrifice from the most unsafe sections of the network and
having to endure life and business threatening regular power outages.
That being clearly the situation, I absolutely do not consider Commerce Commission
development of Scenario 1 & 2 called Revenue Smoothing to be at all fair therefore, cannot
support the process in any way.
The disastrous condition of the entire network throughout Central Otago and Queenstown is
such that the "user pay" principal so loved by Dunedin City Holdings has without doubt been
aggressively sanctioned to protect against the ire of their owners the DCC and its already hard
hit ratepayers.
Collectively the three entities involved in creating this significant and very serious mess have
proven time and time over that they cannot be trusted to treat all its customers evenly or fairly
on this matter. Community and customer engagement at management level with Dunedin City
Holdings and Auroa Energy appears to be an attribute completely foreign as does the meaning
of quality top down management decisions expected of professionals running public entities
such as these.
Explanations regarding better control and legally binding intervention mechanisms, we were
told by commission representatives that other than introduction of a performance reporting
system into the conditions of Commerce Commission approval of the investment Plan, Dunedin
Holdings, Aurora Energy and its owner DCC basically can manage the investment Plan and
budget any way it wishes. For serious breaches the Commission may initiate court action and if
successful, the courts impose a fine.
There is also the very concerning feature of no apparent protection against the possible
likelihood of DCC using the benefit of the very large value of the investment Plan income once
approved by the Commerce Commission to off-set and or cross subsidise Dunedin City projects,
especially in the face of recent decisions by Dunedin City councilors to approve a raft of major
expenditure items over the next 10 years and against community concern, to increase city debt
levels significantly.
Past fiscal accountability and performance impacting communities outside of DCC control by
this council leaves me with no confidence that the Aurora energy investment Plan (draft)
budget of $523 million on top of existing already excessive line charges being the highest of all
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lines companies in New Zealand over the next 5 year period will escape attention of Dunedin
City councilors as a ready significant easy on-going income source providing a degree of relief
for Dunedin city ratepayers.
Also very worrying is that we have been advised by commission representatives that any
mechanism that may provide lines customers protection against any such action is outside of
the commissions powers.
In conclusion, although I can understand the critical and urgent repair nature of the huge mess
not of our making that we as communities now find ourselves, I also understand the only way
forward is fixing the mess and paying for that fix. The commission's task is to establish a clear
pathway to establishing equality that will withstand the harshest customer critique in funding
the fix of this mess.
However, in doing so I am not confident of, or expecting fairness, integrity or honesty from any
of the three entities that are guilty of collectively creating the mess given their past and
continuing track record.
As the Commerce Commission has indicated it cannot instruct these private entities how to run
or manage their business, I am fully of the reality this entire exercise will be turned into a cash
cow by DCC and the commission will in the near future be back with a round of community
meetings to explain non delivery of the plan and seeking acceptance of further additional costs.
I am concerned there is clear inequity in the charges planned and no revenue caps have been
investigated by the commission, a process that needs to be carried out.
I want the commission to re-think the investment Plan pricing methodology by investigating
getting rid of the various district pricing differentials.
I also want the commission to do more about securement of a mechanism that absolutely
prevents Dunedin City Council accessing any Aurora Energy customer's funds by demanding
dividends from Dunedin City Holdings to fund projects not associated with the Aurora
investment Plan.
I also want a clear pathway that defines an end to the lines rebuild plan when at such time the
investment Plan budget ends and standard pricing re-commences. To indicate that I want lines
charges invoicing to show via two lines the standard charge and the Aurora Energy investment
Plan charge as separate in order that transparency, tracking and honesty is apparent.
The matter of Monitoring Aurora's delivery as explained in the draft reasons paper, I have no
confidence that Aurora Energy will comply with any quality standards set as an aside from the
funding package sought. Aurora Energy has in the past and as recent as 2 weeks ago clearly
proven that meeting quality standards is a non-deliverable aspect of business. The planned
reporting requirements suggested by the commission is in my view worth nothing of any value
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to consumers and we will continue to endure major power outages without warning or the
faintest degree of accountability from the Aurora Energy executive management team.
Should of the commission approve Aurora Energy to raise the suggested $523 million
downsized by $86 million on the original proposal, I am positive in my belief accountability and
attention to reporting directly on an annual basis to its customers on how it is delivering and
performing against the plan will quickly evaporate to nothing other than smoke and mirrors.
I am also concerned there has been no discussion regarding the obviously high current line
charges by Aurora Energy running at about 42% of electricity charges when compared against
the substantially lower charges of all other comparable lines companies around New Zealand.
What is the commission doing to investigate and reign in what is obviously an obscene
management and operational culture within Aurora Energy.

As a consumer captured by a monopoly electricity lines business owned by the apparent
dividend hungry demands of the council of another city, I have major concerns about the
potential for our future electricity supply being affordable. Additionally, being pretty much
assured by commission representatives that it has few powers to prevent cost gouging by such
entities, I ask that the commission seek an independent Central Government initiated review of
the entire electricity industry to protect the prosperity and well-being of New Zealand and its
people.
As consumers trapped within what appears to be a broken monopoly model originally
established by Central Government, it is not unreasonable to expect that government provide
urgent assistance in establishing some type of corporate entity operating process that assures
accountability, integrity and honesty.
I am expecting the Commerce Commission to determine appropriate methodologies and
processes that will deliver the elements of accountability, integrity for all and honesty
throughout the process.

Sincerely yours

KD McGraw
Address:
38 Pisa Moorings Road
RD 3
Cromwell 9383
Contacts:
E: wild.trout@xtra.co.nz
P:03 445 0516
M:0221 909 982
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